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The Reflector is published for free distribution to members, advertisers, exchanges, and hobby distributors and
publishers. The material it contains may not be distributed by computer bulletin boards nor reprinted by profit
making organizations without prior written permission
of the author. The views expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those of the society members,
its' Officers or Board of Directors.

Editorial Policy:
All original, previously unpublished material will be
considered for publication. The preferred method of
delivery for articles is via E-Mail in MS Word or Text
format to the Reflector Editor. Alternate means of submitting may be arranged via phone. Articles the Editor
deems harmful will not be published. Original articles
may be reprinted by other non-profit hobby organizations with the following stipulations:
1) The Reflector is credited as the original Publisher.
2) The article is reprinted in its original form.
3) The original author is credited appropriately.
4) An author's copy is provided to the Editor at the
time of distribution of the reprint.

Exchanges:
CNYAS will exchange publications with any non-profit
hobby related organization with the following stipulations: 1) The request to exchange must be made in writing. 2) The organization informs us of their reprint policy 3) The exchange is mailed to The Reflector Exchange Editor upon publication.

CNYAS Background Information:
The Central New York Aquarium Society, Inc. was
established in 1976. It is a non-profit organization under
section 501 {c} {3} of the Internal Revenue Code.
Board meetings are held the 2nd Wednesday of each
month. General meetings are held on the 3rd Wednesday of each month at the Dewitt Community Hall in
East Syracuse. General meetings normally begin with a
brief business meeting followed by a guest speaker, refreshments, door and raffle prizes, and a mini- auction
of live fish, plants, and other hobby related items.

Identification Statement:
Publication Title: Reflector
Statement of Frequency: Published ten times per year
(monthly except July and August)
Authorized Organization's Name and Address: The
Central New York Aquarium Society Inc, PO Box 291,
Clay NY 13041
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Officers
President: Ron Fabiny
CNYASPres@gmail.com

Vice President: Len Futterman
CNYAS.VP@gmail.com

Secretary: Mary Teelin
Treasurer: Bob Kotcher
CNYASTreas@gmail.com

Public Relations:
Editor: Michael Vormwald
Editor.CNYAS@gmail.com

Board of Directors
Clifford Crain Jr.
Brian Bowers
Ron Alexander
Arnaud Germain
Herschel Beeman
Chairpeople
BAP: Herschel Beeman
AHAP:
WAP: Arnaud Germain
Bowl Show: Arnaud Germain
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Membership: Denise Baird
Exchange Editor: Clifford Crain
Assistant Secretary: Sue Kotcher
Hosp. & Refreshments: Mary Teelin

Central New York
Aquarium Society
CNYAS Website
Facebook Page / Group
Webmaster:
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BOARD MEETING
5/11/22 7pm
Attending: Clifford Crain, Brian Bower, Ron
Fabiny, Ron Alexander, Sue and Bob Kotcher,
Len and Mary Futterman, Arnaud Germain,
Mike Vormwald
1. Editor- great job on Reflector Mike

New Business:
1. 8/6/22- Club picnic at Fabiny’s. Sign
up sheet at meetings.
2. 6/18/22 TFCEC Swap meet in Buffalo.
3. Chip to research getting a bus to go to
auctions/swap meets for club members.

2. Treasurer- Bob gave report
3. AHAP- see Reflector
4. BAP- see Reflector

GENERAL MEETING

5. WAP- see Reflector
6. Membership- 77 members
7. Exchange Editor- ongoing
8. Auction very successful. 37 sellers, 89
bidders. VFW is booked for 4/29/23
auction. Ron thanked all the membership that helped out. Chris Allen is
working on computer program for next
year. Advertising for next year- local
radio stations, social media, Face Book,
NEC. Need donation chair- start looking
for donations in January 2023. Need follow up calls for donations. Chip has
signs.
Old Business:
1. Swap meet at Liverpool Elks club on
9/25/23. Len and Brian organizing. Table prices: 1 for 25$, 2 for 40$, 3 for 50
$.

1. Elections for 2022-2023 – see Reflector.
2. Great program on live food by David
Krah. Thanks David!
3. Sign up for summer picnic- see Ron
Fabiny.
4. June meeting will have dinner, prizes
and awards. At the Community Center.
5. Super Bowl Show-see Reflector.
6. Swap meet- 9/25/22.

ELECTION RESULTS

2. June meeting will be dinner, awards,
door prize, loser prize.

Officers remain the same except no Editor or
Public Relations

3. Sue to run elections.

Board of Directors

4. Ron to pay NEC dues.

Brian Bowers
Ron Alexander
Arnaud Germain
Clifford Crain Jr.
Herschel Beeman
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
Ron Fabiny

Hello everyone. Elections are completed and we need someone to step up
and fill the Editors and Public relation roles. These are very important position to
make the club successful, please see me if you have any questions on these positions or would like to fill one of them.
Here is Sue’s description of what the June meeting is going to be:
The June meeting before the summer break will be held at the DeWitt Community
Center at 7PM on June 15th. We will have a veggie tray, fruit, pizza, wings and a
cake. This will also be Awards night, time for tank and fish questions and, of
course, much socialization. You can bring items for auction if you wish. Looking
forward to seeing all of you! Sue Kotcher
We will also have a list going around for the summer picnic at my home on
August 6th at 1 PM. We ask that you bring a dish to pass, a chair for yourself and
bathing suit and towel. CNYAS will supply the meat and drinks. Hoping to see all
there.
Ron
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FISH FRIENDS FROM AFAR
EXCHANGE REPORT
By: Clifford H. Crain, Jr.

The Green Neon Tetra, Paracheirodon simulans” by Mike Hellweg, CFN (Certified Fish Nut), The
Darter, Missouri Aquarium Society, May/June 2022.
Mike notes that while the three Paracheirodon species, neon, cardinal and green neon tetras, are similar,
there are some striking differences. For example, while neon and cardinal spawns number in the hundreds,
green neons produce much smaller brood sizes. Green neons are the smallest of the three species, typically reaching a standard length of only an inch or less. Green neons are more difficult to sex, as the females do not get noticeably heavier bodied, unlike neons and cardinals. While green neons are peaceful,
Mike relates that they nibbled the fins of angelfish that were kept with them for a time. Mike also observed that male green neons nipped other male green neons’ fins. To maintain green neons, Mike recommends temperatures in the low 70s, water with tannins from oak leaves, peat or alder cones, water current
and large water changes. As far as food is concerned, “they will eat just about anything. Watching a group
of them eat is like watch a school of piranhas attack!”
“The Weather Loach, Misgurnus anguilllicaudatus” by Glenn Roberts, Fins and Tales, KitchenerWaterloo Aquarium Society, May 2022.
It’s unusual to find a weather loach in your LFS, but Glenn says they’re very hardy, able to endure periods
of low temperatures and are not at all fussy about food. Since they are scaleless and like to burrow, it’s
imperative that a soft sand be used for the substrate. They are difficult to breed, however (20 points in the
CNYAS Breeder’s Award Program), requiring an extended cool period before water warms up in the
Spring. A native of Asia, they’ve been released in North American waters where they can out-compete
native fish for food. More details can be found here: https://www.thesprucepets.com/weather-loach1378619
“How I Was Able To Get My Angelfish To Not Eat Their Eggs” by George Liepins, Tank Tales, Aquarium Club of Lancaster County, April 2022.
Everyone knows what “click bait” is, right? A catchy title entices the reader to click on a link. Well, the
title of George’s article was click bait for me, since I’ve also had problems with my angels eating their
eggs. His angels, like my pair, would spawn about every three weeks, but would eat their eggs after a day
or two, again like mine. OK, so what’s the “click bait” answer? “It was by pure chance for me that somehow the lights stayed on because a light timer did not turn off after they had laid their eggs during the day.
And to my surprise they had not eaten them. . . . Just to let you know when the parents laid eggs, and the
lights turned OFF they would eat their eggs overnight.” I was finally successful getting the eggs to hatch
by pulling the slate and hatching them artificially, but the next time my angels spawn, I’m going to try
leaving the lights on so the parents can raise the fry. Thanks for the tip, George!
CNYAS articles reprinted/reviewed/mentioned in other publications:
Mike Vormwald, “The Outdoor Daphnia Bins” reprinted in The Buckette, Bucks County Aquarium Society, June 2022.
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Auction Gold!
By Michael Vormwald
(Reprinted from MJVAquaitics.com)
I wasn’t planning on bidding on ANY tanks at the CNYAS Tropical Fish Auction as I’m not looking to
expand my modest fishkeeping setup. But then a 40g came up for auction and the bidding was very low so
I got the tank for a mere $8—a real steal.
After a closer look at home I realized that there was a hood and an Fluval LED light bar in the bottom of
the tank. Now the light bar was missing the LED 24v power driver but with a little research I realized I
could buy a driver for about $35. When the auction money came in to Paypal, I ordered the LED driver.
(The Fluval Aquasky 36-48 retails for $120.00)
Update: The LED driver I ordered didn’t work, but I’m not sure it’s exactly the right one (sent it back). A
slightly different model is available from Fluval directly, but it’s $35 plus $16 shipping and tax. I’m just
not sure about adding another $50 so I’ll use some other lighting I have on hand.
Now on the downside, as I lifted the tank out back for cleaning with the hose, I heard a pop…a crack in the
one side panel—ouch! So a trip to Lowes for a piece of glass 11 1/2” by 18 1/2” for $7 dollars and change
to silicone in. Now I have to say that removing the old silicone on the side panel was a real chore. I finally
got it all out and cleaned with alcohol. I put a good bead of silicone around the perimeter, pressed in the
piece of window glass, and resealed all around.
That might have been the end of the story except I used some unopened GE Silicone 1 that I had on a shelf
for who knows how long. After 24 plus hours, it was still very tacky (and silicone usually skins over in
just a couple of hours). I’ve seen this problem before with old silicone – I think whatever it has to promote
the curing process just goes missing over time.
So another trip out to get some ‘new’ GE Silicone 1 Window and Door and a plastic putty knife. I scraped
off the newly added, tacky silicone, wiped well with alcohol, and sealed again. Now I had sprayed the back
and sides with black PlastiDip so the crack is barely noticeable and besides, it’s not going to be a display
tank.

(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

I ordered a heater and used some lights I had on hand along with a couple of large sponge filters. So all in all, a
very good deal!!!
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WRITERS AWARD
PROGRAM

AQUATIC HORTICULTURE
AWARD PROGRAM

Chairman– Arnaud Germain

PEN & QUILL
Spahn 1416
Vormwald 1155
Kotcher 801
Fowler 751
Teelin-Futterman 711
Pitzeruse 622
Smith K 600
Fabiny 511

Name

WORDSMITH
Crain 475
Kinney 470
Rademacher 215

Master
Van Camp*
1,7,8,9,11,14
Lee*
3,4,7,8,10,12,13,14

AUTHORS AWARD
WRITERS AWARD
Futterman 80
Baird 95
O’Neil 90
Beeman 65
PARTICIPANT
Armstrong 40
Smith I 40
Van Camp 30
Bertrand 20
Wisneski 20
Harris 20
Cody 20
Sandler 10
SUBMISSIONS:
Crain: “Fish Friends From Afar”, REFLECTOR,
May 2022
Vormwald: “Auction Woe”, REFLECTOR, May
2022
Crain: “Changes in the Aquarium Hobby: 1981 Updated to 2021”, REFLECTOR, May 2022

Points

Grand Master
Spahn*
3,980
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
Pitzeruse, W*
1,175
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
Fabiny*
840
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14

Species
288
82
62

465

36

575

42

430

25

165

11

180
190

16
19

Beginning
Wisneski

65

7

Participants
Janus
Smith
Taylor
Yard

25
20
60
95

4
1
6
9

Expert
Senior
Snead*
2,4,7,10,14
Kotcher*
10,14
Aquatic
Futterman*
Beeman
3,4,6,7

Additions: None
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Fish Room Visit: Mike Vormwald
By: Clifford H. Crain, Jr.
Having completed an enlightening visit to the Brian Bowers fish room (April 2022 Reflector), I decided to build
on that by inviting myself to Mike Vormwald’s establishment. I kinda knew ahead of time what to expect, as
I’ve purchased swordtails and microworms from him, and I’ve read his articles on his website,
mjvaquatics.com. As I arrived at his house on a recent Saturday, Mike attempted to lower expectations by
claiming I would be disappointed with what I’d see. He couldn’t
have been more mistaken.
I think the reason that Mike downplayed his setup is that his is a
rather small, very focused operation. Other than containers holding
live food and a kiddie pool containing turtles, his attention is
strictly on swordtails, all in a couple of tubs and four aquariums.
What his hobby lacks in size it makes up for spectacularly in quality.
Swordtails. OMG, Mike
breeds the biggest, brightest, healthiest swordtails
I’ve ever seen. Two varieties: red and pineapple. And Mike freely
shares the reasons for his success. First is clean water resulting from
regular water changes. Some might think his tanks are overcrowded,
but the water is crystal clear and the fish are a blur of motion and 100%
healthy. On water change day he uses an electric pump to move the
water from the tanks across the room to the drain of Mrs. Vormwald’s
washing machine.
For fresh water, he keeps a 45 gallon Brute plastic barrel filled, aerated
and heated; another electric pump puts clean water back in the tanks.
Here’s a nice video showing the twice weekly, 50% water change process: https://youtu.be/aQKehY0Adbg? While his method of changing water does not resemble mine, there is one thing we share in common: we
both have designated days for water changes. That way, we don’t forget
to do them and we don’t forget the last time we changed water.
The second reason for his success, as I’ll bet you can guess, is careful
selection of breeding stock. He uses the “colony breeding” approach,
making sure that all the adults have the desired traits. Generous planting hides the fry.
The third reason, and this is the one that really grabs my attention, is food. Mike is a true believer in feeding
only the highest quality food to his swordtails. He has carefully researched, by examining the ingredients labels
and communicating with the manufacturers, which flake food and pellets has the highest quality ingredients. He
points down any food that has a preponderance of wheat gluten, cornmeal and low quality fish meal. His findings are on his website: https://mjvaquatics.com/commercial-fish-foods (also published in the Reflector May/
June 2019).
[ CONTENTS ]
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But dry food is only a small portion of the foods he uses. In season, his swords get to feast on live daphnia and live mosquito
larvae and pupae; year-round they get live white worms, and the
fry get live microworms. His supply of daphnia and mosquitoes
comes from a kiddie pool and several tubs in his yard. I asked
him to wait for me to get to his house before he conducts the Saturday harvest. While I’ve watched youtube videos on harvesting
these foods, I wanted to see them in person and see how Mike
keeps from picking up stray organic matter when he swooshes
his brine shrimp net through the water. Answer: there is not
much organic matter floating in the water; most of it is waterlogged and on the bottom, so he doesn’t pick up much stray
junk. And the little bit that he does scoop up gets squirted into
the tanks with the food, to be siphoned out during a future water
change.
I don’t know about you, but I find one of the most enjoyable aspects of this hobby is watching fish gulp down their food. (Least
enjoyable: catching fish.) If you’ve never seen fish go after live
food, you’re missing out on the fun! Mike uses a turkey baster to
squirt the daphnia and mosquito larvae/pupae into the tank, and
WOW! The fish go absolutely bonkers!
Mike also feeds live white worms, but during my visit he fed
white worms that he had previously frozen in an ice cube tray,
and that was a gas to watch too! The fish pushed the cube around the tank, and they inhaled the individual
worms as the cube melted.
I had been hesitant about feeding microworms, but months ago Mike sold me a starter culture and explained
how to raise the worms. I benefited a lot by talking to Mike about microworms, and he patiently answered my
questions. That’s something no youtube video can match. Now I use microworms regularly with the fry that
my fish are producing. I refresh the cultures, in five separate containers, in two cycles every few weeks, and I
have not had to buy any more microworms.
A common live food, and one that I rely on, is newly-hatched brine shrimp. Although Mike uses a brine
shrimp net to catch the daphnia and mosquito larvae, he does not hatch brine shrimp. Reason: he wants to feed
live food that can regenerate itself. After the initial purchase of white worms and daphnia, he has not had to
spend a nickel buying live food. With brine shrimp, one must replenish the stock of brine shrimp eggs, at quite
an expense. To keep his daphnia culture going, he has to feed them small amounts of his secret formula of a
mixture of spirulina powder and pea powder. And yes, to culture daphnia one must perform regular water
changes. The microworms and white worms similarly must be periodically fed and tended to. The mosquito
larvae, on the other hand, are just a bonus that comes with the daphnia in warmer weather.
Speaking of weather, what does Mike do when cold weather arrives? Here in Central New York, mosquitoes
and daphnia go dormant in October or early November. Mike keeps his culture of daphnia going on a maintenance basis in his unheated basement during the winter. He also discovered that late in the season the daphnia
lay eggs; even if the tub freezes solid to the bottom, the eggs will hatch when the water reaches a certain temperature (usually late April or early May). White worms and microworms can be harvested all year.
[ CONTENTS ]
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After the thrill of watching the fish gorge themselves on live food and frozen white worms had subsided, Mike
and I had a long and informative talk about our hobby. And that’s why I like visiting other people’s fish
rooms: I learn so much just from talking to other hobbyists and seeing how they pursue the hobby. I never
would have met Mike had we not both joined the Central New York Aquarium Society Inc. ■
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BOWL SHOW
Chairman - Arnaud Germain

Chairman - Herschel Beeman
Name

Points

Grand Master
*Van Camp
965
1-2-3-4-6-7-8-9-11-13-15-16
Master Breeder
*Pitzeruse, W.
610
1-2-3-4-7-8-9-11-12-13-14-15-16
Fabiny
515
1-7-8-9-11-12-14-15-16
Beeman
600
4-7-8-11-12-16
Expert Breeder

Species
77

50
46
46

No SuperBowl Show Entries in May
YTD Scores
Scores:
Denise Baird: 48 points
Bill Newell: 42 points
Thomas Pope: 32 pts
Hershel Beeman: 11 pts
.
Remember that there is always the open class
category.
Online submissions need to be sent to
ag297@cornell.edu before January 18th noon.

Advanced Breeder
Breeder Award
Wisneski

65

7 11

Participants
Baird, D
Clifford Crain Jr.
Spahn
Maxwell
Kotcher
Futterman, L
Domanowski, S
Futterman, M
Chris Pollard
Newell, William

50
50
30
20
10
10
25
5
20
30

4
4
3
2
1
1
4
1
2
2

Remember that each fish entry is 25cts that
needs to be paid to Arnaud Germain.
Please consult bowl show guidelines for complete details.

Numbers under the name are completed Specialty
Classifications groups.
*Indicated Species Classification Award
^Indicates first spawning
Additions:
Clifford Crain Jr., neolamprologus brichardi, 15
points.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

June 8, Board Meeting
June 15, General Meeting
July/August Hiatus
September 14, Board Meeting
September 21, General Meeting

CNYAS CLUB MEETINGS
Each monthly meeting consists of :


Short business meeting; program (slide
show, movie, guest speaker, etc.).



Break (refreshments/social gathering)
Bowl Show bi-month.
Mini auction of member items (plants,
fish, equipment, etc).
Raffle (equipment, books, food, magazine subscriptions, etc.).
Free door prizes; question and discussion session.








June 2022
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BOARD MEETINGS
Board meetings are
held on the 2nd
Wednesday of the month and are open
to all members who would like to attend.

CNYAS COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Witnesses for the BAP and AHAP Programs
Sue Kotcher
Clay (315) 622-9668

BAP

Winnie Pitzeruse
Syracuse (315) 488-0133

BAP

AHAP

Ron Fabiny
Clay (315) 440-5806

BAP

AHAP

Len Futterman
BAP
East Syracuse (315) 560-0955
Herschel Beeman
(315) 663-8694

BAP
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Regular T-Shirt — $15
V-neck Shirt (Ladies) — $20
Pullover Hoodie — $30
Zip-up Hoodie — $50
Cap — $20
Coffee Mugs—$5

ATTENTION LOCAL MERCHANTS
Advertise in the Reflector!
Rates for 1 Year (10 Issues)
Business Card- $30
1/4 Page- $80
1/2 Page- $100
For information:
Call Len @ 315-560-0955 Or
email futtermania@gmail.com

REFLECTOR ARCHIVES

2022 MEMBERSHIP DUES

Club Shirts, Hoodie’s and Caps for sale

CNYAS has made our archives of past published Reflectors available online to all members. They go all the way back to 1976, to the
inception of our club. The link below will take
you to the archive. Enjoy your trip through our
fishy past!

$15.00 - Individual
$20.00 - Family
Send to: CNYASTreas@gmail.com on
Paypal.com (send as friend & family)

https://tinyurl.com/CNYASreflectors
[ CONTENTS ]
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Aquarium Setup for Sale
I’m selling my 45 gallon extra high aquarium, top, light and stand.
The 45 gallon Aqueon tank is a little more than a year old and does not leak. It has the footprint of a 30 gallon aquarium (36" x 12") but is 23½" high, providing an outstanding viewing
area. The Aqueon glass top was bought at the same time.
Also included is a high quality Current USA “Satellite LED Plus Pro” light designed for excellent display and plant growth. It is fully programmable for timer and light quality/color/
brightness. Included are the remote and original instructions.
I built the wood stand to not only best show off a 45 gallon extra high tank, but also hold additional tanks in order to make efficient use of floor space. It can hold three 20 highs on the bottom, the 45XH and a 5½ in the middle and any number of smaller tanks or supplies on top. The
stand measures 53½" x 24" x 64" tall and is painted black. It is sturdy and bolted together, so it
can be unbolted for easy transport.
To purchase this equipment new would cost about $400, excluding the stand. I’m asking $225
for the entire setup. Located in Syracuse.
Clifford Crain
chcjrbone311@gmail.com
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2022/2023 MEMBERSHIP DUES
$15.00 - Individual
$20.00 - Family
Contact:
Bob Kotcher @
CNYASTreas@gmail.com for payment
details.
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REFLECTOR ARCHIVES
CNYAS has made our archives of past published
Reflectors available online to all members. They
go all the way back to 1976, to the inception of
our club. The link below will take you to the archive. Enjoy your trip through our fishy past!
https://tinyurl.com/CNYASreflectors
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